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As we mentioned before, UnlockGo (Android) is a specialized software solution that is meant to assist users into quickly removing screen locks from their Android devices. This tool also supports the removal of data protection or FRP, PINs, patterns, fingerprints, or even face recognition. It should be mentioned that some of the operations supported by this
application only support a limited number of devices, so you should check the list of supported models. For example, you can only bypass the screen lock without any data loss on early Samsung devices (that were released before S7). It supports different models of Samsung, Google, Motorola, LG, Huawei, and so on. In other words, UnlockGo (Android) can assist
you when you want to bypass the screen lock on various Samsung, Google, Motorola, LG, Huawei, and so on. It is also important to mention that, despite the name, this app also supports the removal of Google Protection, and it can be used to remove the PINs, patterns, fingerprint IDs, or even face recognition on your connected device. UnlockGo (Android) is a
great and versatile tool that is able to help you remove any type of screen lock or protection and remove any data protection. UnlockGo (Android) is a specialized software solution that is meant to assist users into quickly removing screen locks from their Android devices. It also supports the removal of Google Protection, and it can be used to remove the PINs,
patterns, fingerprint IDs, or even face recognition on your connected device. UnlockGo (Android) Description: As we mentioned before, UnlockGo (Android) is a specialized software solution that is meant to assist users into quickly removing screen locks from their Android devices. This tool also supports the removal of data protection or FRP, PINs, patterns,
fingerprints, or even face recognition. It should be mentioned that some of the operations supported by this application only support a limited number of devices, so you should check the list of supported models. For example, you can only bypass the screen lock without any data loss on early Samsung devices (that were released before S7). It supports different
models of Samsung, Google, Motorola, LG, Huawei, and so on. In other words, UnlockGo (Android) can assist you when you want to bypass the screen lock on various Samsung, Google, Motorola, LG, Huawei, and so on. It is also important to mention that, despite the name, this app also supports the
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UnlockGo (Android) uses a technology based on keystrokes to unlock the screen, removing the Google FRP or other locks on the device. This app offers two methods, i.e. the Keystroke Method and the Passcode Method. You can unlock the screen by entering either one. Afterward, you will have to enter a corresponding code or keystrokes to prove you are who you
are. In addition, this app also allows you to bypass additional locks such as Face Unlock, Pattern Lock and PIN Lock. It should be mentioned that some of the operations supported by this app are not supported on all devices. UnlockGo (Android) About UnlockGo (Android) UnlockGo (Android) is a specialized software solution that is meant to assist users into
quickly removing screen locks from their Android devices. Connect Android device first It goes without saying that you first need to connect your Android smartphone or tablet, using its corresponding cable. Also, you are advised not to connect multiple devices simultaneously. It should be mentioned that some of the operations supported by this application only
support a limited number of devices, so you should check the list of supported models. For example, you can only bypass the screen lock without any data loss on early Samsung devices (that were released before S7). Remove Google Lock (FRP) FRP stands for Factory Reset Protection and it is a security feature that is present on all devices running Android OS 5.1
(Lollipop) and higher. UnlockGo (Android) can help you remove this protection from your connected Samsung device, while also erasing all the data on your device. Unlock Screen Lock Alternatively, you can use UnlockGo (Android) to bypass several types of screen locks, such as PINs, patterns, fingerprint IDs, or even face recognition. Just like the previously
mentioned function, this one also deletes all your data from the device. In other words, it should only be used as a last resort, when you no longer remember the screen lock and you just need access to the device even if this means you lose all your files. This operation can be performed on a wide range of device models and brands, including Google, Xiaomi,
Motorola, LG, Samsung, Huawei and so on. To wrap it up All in all, UnlockGo (Android) can come in handy when you have purchased a second- 77a5ca646e
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With UnlockGo (Android), you can now remove password, PIN, and biometric lock on your Samsung device easily. This application is optimized to run on Samsung devices, as well as Google, Motorola, LG, Huawei and other devices. UnlockGo is completely free to use. UnlockGo (Android) is compatible with the following Samsung devices: Samsung, LG,
Google, Motorola, Huawei, ZTE, Fujitsu, and many more. Features: - Samsung Password: Remove the pattern screen lock on your Samsung devices. - Pattern Lock: Remove the pattern screen lock on your Samsung devices. - PIN Lock: Remove the PIN screen lock on your Samsung devices. - Fingerprint ID: Remove the fingerprint ID screen lock on your Samsung
devices. - Face Recognition: Remove the face recognition screen lock on your Samsung devices. - Google Lock: Remove the Google Lock screen on your Samsung devices. - Buttons Unlock: Remove all on-screen buttons screen lock on your Samsung devices. - Fingerprint Password: Remove the fingerprint pattern screen lock on your Samsung devices. - Drag &
Drop Lock: Drag-and-drop fingerprint lock on your Samsung devices. - Drag-and-Drop Password: Drag-and-drop password lock on your Samsung devices. - Drag-and-Drop PIN: Drag-and-drop PIN lock on your Samsung devices. - Google Play Store Lock: Remove the Google Play Store lock on your Samsung devices. - Google Account Lock: Remove the Google
Account lock on your Samsung devices. - Google Backups Lock: Remove the Google Account lock on your Samsung devices. - Google Mail Account Lock: Remove the Google Mail Account lock on your Samsung devices. - Google Play Store Password: Remove the Google Play Store password lock on your Samsung devices. - Samsung Logo Lock: Remove the
Samsung Logo lock on your Samsung devices. - Samsung Wipe: Remove all data on your Samsung devices. - Samsung ID Lock: Remove the Samsung ID lock on your Samsung devices. - TouchWiz Lock: Remove all on-screen buttons screen lock on your Samsung devices. - Unlock Manager: Unlock and manage all device locks on your Samsung devices. - Samsung
Login Lock: Remove the Samsung login lock on your Samsung devices. - Samsung Preload: Remove all pre-installed apps on your Samsung devices. - Samsung Account: Remove all Samsung account information on your Samsung devices. Screen Mirroring

What's New in the UnlockGo (Android)?

UnlockGo (Android) is an application specially designed to unlock a device's screen and remove locks such as PIN, pattern, fingerprint ID and face recognition. It can unlock many Android devices regardless of their OS version (Android 6+, 6, 5, 4.4+, 4.3, 4.2, 4.0.3, 4.0.2, 4.0 and 3.1.x). UnlockGo can unlock devices that use the following protection mechanisms: -
Device Password - It is meant to be used when a user has lost his device's pattern, PIN or Password. - Smart Lock - It is a convenient way to unlock your device after several attempts. - Factory Reset Protection - It is a security feature that is present on all devices running Android OS 5.1 (Lollipop) and higher. - Device PIN - It is the method used when a user has
forgotten his PIN. UnlockGo allows you to set your own PIN code. This app can help you remove the PIN protection. If you have misplaced the PIN, it can help you use your phone by generating a new PIN code. UnlockGo is able to remove the pattern protection, meaning you can freely use your phone again. Make sure that your device's screen lock isn't too strong
to make it faster to unlock your phone. Many users want to have a strong PIN to keep their phone more secure. However, this way of protecting your phone leads to slower unlocking. UnlockGo can reduce the time it takes to unlock your device. If your device is locked with the pattern, it can help you use your device by generating a new pattern for you. Bypass
device's lock screen (FRP) With the help of UnlockGo (Android), you can remove the protection of the device's lock screen. You will have the ability to unlock your device without losing any data. Make sure to follow UnlockGo's on-screen instructions carefully to avoid data loss. Support If you have any issues, you can contact us on Twitter, Facebook or by email.
Note that we might not be able to answer any questions, as we do not check the app store ratings. However, if you would like to leave a positive rating, you are more than welcome. Where to download How to install: UnlockGo (Android) 1. Install UnlockGo (Android) using your favorite Android Emulator or Real Device. 2. Open the downloaded package and run it.
3. UnlockGo (Android) will start, and you will be able to unlock the device. 4. Tap on the button to remove the screen lock (if required). 5. Tap on the button to set your own PIN code. 6. Tap on the button to skip the PIN protection. UnlockGo (Android) Review: ★★★Tested on:★★★ Device
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System Requirements:

Supported OS: Windows XP Service Pack 3, Vista or Windows 7 Processor: CPU with 1 GHz or faster Memory: 1 GB RAM Graphics: DirectX 9.0c compatible video card with a hardware texture filter Network: Broadband Internet connection Storage: 2GB available space Notes: Not compatible with previous versions of the game. User may experience out of sync
issue in rare circumstances, please be cautious in replaying the game. Download Download the package containing the latest release: Windows.zip Package include all the
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